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while the other end is affixed to the arbor G.
To all whom it may concern:
Be it known that I, ADDISON CAPRON, of The object of so applying the needle to the
Attleborough, in the county of Bristol and main carrier is to prevent breakage of the
State of Massachusetts, have invented a new former, should its point by accident be carried

and useful improvement in machinery for sew
ing hooks and eyes or various other articles to
a sheet of paper or other material; and I do
hereby declare that the same is fully described
and represented in the following specification

into contact with the upper surface of the ar
ticle to be sewed to the card. When this hap
pens, the coiled spring, although operating
to press the secondary carrier downward

against a shoulder, a, (extended from the main
and the accompanying drawings, letters, fig carrier) with a power sufficient to prevent it
ures, and references thereof.
from being arrested in its downward motion
Of the said drawings, Figure 1 denotes afront whenever it may be carried into contact with
view of my invention. Fig. 2 is a vertical the paper or card, will yield under the press
and transverse section of it.
ure on the point of the needle and allow the
In these drawings, A. denotes the front part needle and its secondary carrier to remain sta
of the arm or goose-neck of the sewing mechan tionary while the main carrier continues to de
n
ism of a machine for sewing hooks and eyes to scend.
a card.
I claim
Bis the meedle-carrier and C the needle. The
Combining the needle with the main carrier
latter is supported in and projects from the by means of a secondary carrier, and a spring
end of a secondary carrier, D, which is so or the equivalent thereof applied to the main
adapted to the main slide or carrier as to be carrier, so as to operate substantially in man
capable of freely playing either upward or ner and for the purpose as hereinbefore speci
down Ward thereon.
V
fied.
A rack of teeth or cogs is formed on the sec In testimony whereofI have hereunto set my
ondary carrierand engages with agear, E, sup signature this 18th day of April, A. D. 1855.
ported on a stationary shaft, G, which is up
ADDISON CAPRON.
held by arms FF, extended from the main car
rier. A coiled spring, H, is arranged within Witnesses:
the gear, or in a chamber, I, formed therein,
R. H. EDDY,
one end of the spring being iaštened to the gear,
F. P. HALE, Jr.

